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On September 17-19 a Specialized Beauty Industry Exhibition – SuluExpo - Almaty 2015 was performed in 
Almaty. The Fair is deemed International due to an international team of exhibitors. The exhibition brought 
together exhibitors from Russia, Poland, Italy, Iran, Korea, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Master classes, fashion 
shows, entertainment shows, seminars by lead experts of the beauty industry were presented during 3 days on 
the podium and in the conference hall of the exhibition. 
 A significant event in the framework of the exhibition 
became the 1st Open Championship of Kazakhstan on 
hairdressing, nail aesthetics, make-up and body-art, 
organized by the Association of Beauty Industry of 
Kazakhstan headed by President Makhmudjan Tursun.

This year the exhibition was visited by professionals of 
beauty industry from regional centers of Kazakhstan such 
as: Karaganda, Taldykorgan, Pavlodar, Taraz, Shymkent, 
Aktobe, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Atyrau, Kyzylorda; from large and small cities and towns: Zhezkazgan, Temirtau, 
Balkhash, Schuchinsk, Kapchagay, Kaskelen Ushkonyr, Uzynagash. There were also visitors from Russia 
(Moscow, Novosibirsk), Israel, Korea, Spain, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.

Organizers of SuluExpo exhibition are grateful to the companies, which participated in the exhibition, and 
actively participated in the exhibition events as well, i.e., training seminars, workshops and entertainment 

shows.
-Thus Corneal Company (Russia) 
performed workshops for 2 days 
on current topics of aesthetic 
medicine and cosmetology and 
was awarded a diploma "For 
contribution to the development 
of aesthetic medicine and 
cosmetology in Kazakhstan!"

- Four Seasons Clinic LLP (Kazakhstan) - the 
exclusive distributor of LUTRONIC brand in 
Kazakhstan. The company performed an 
interesting master class on ultrasonic SMAS-
l i f t i n g  u s i n g  a  mod e r n  d e v i c e 
ULTRAFORMER, inviting the well-known Dr. 
Song Won Keun (South Korea). The 
company was also awarded a diploma "For 
contribution to the development of 
aesthetic medicine and cosmetology in 
Kazakhstan!"
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- Bright, womanly and brave! All this is about 
catwalk of VLAEKAN company models, the 
exclusive distributor of BABOR, Nouvelle, 
Kinetics brands in Kazakhstan! On the podium, 
took place a master class in make-up and 
hairstyles images of the lead experts of the 
company!

- Spectacular works were performed by experts, students in the new and already popular sphere of 
hairdressing in Kazakhstan as Hair Tattoo! Stylish! Boldly! Creative! Works were judged by a head expert and 
founder of Hair Tattoo in Kazakhstan - Didar Aliyev!

- HAIR HANDLERS! Professionals, international class 
experts, champions: Didar Aliyev, Sergey Karunin, Dilshat 
Hadzhaev (Kazakhstan) deftly managed while 
transforming ordinary images into original and stylish 
hairdressing art works!

- Ruki-Nogi Educational Center (Kazakhstan) held  a 
mas te r c las s  on innova t ive acr y l ic  sys tem 
«ProHesionNailSculpting» Hand & NailHarmony (USA) 
from Kokorin Larissa - International Judge NailPRO (USA), 
from an international expert and developer of 
professional standards in the nail Industry of the Russian 

Federation.
- PencilSoft Company represented by the founder of 
software for beauty salons "ProfSalon", General Director - 
Maxim Litvinov, Moscow, held a seminar "Effective 
management and development of beauty salon" for 
heads of salon industry. The seminar was held in 
conference hall.

The exhibition organizers are grateful for support to: 
Welness Club LUXOR, Bio-metro, AISULU Trading Company, 
newme.kz, which provided prizes for the lottery «Beauty 
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Boss». The lottery was held only among heads of beauty salons who registered and participated in the 
training seminar "Effective management and development of beauty salons." Professional prizes included: 

barber chair, manicure table, cosmetic couch, 
cosmetic devices «Derma pen», club cards to 
visit «Luxor» Club, 5,000, 10,000, and 15, 000 
KZT certificates provided by newme.kz - the first 
online service for professionals of beauty 
industry of Kazakhstan. The organizing of lottery 
with valuable prizes served as an additional 
incentive for business heads to visit the 
exhibition and specialized events. The winners 
of «Beauty Boss» are: Bernikova Tatyana won a 
cosmetology couch, "Vivat" beauty salon, 
Shymkent. Abdirahmanova Alia, the head of 

"Ademi" beauty salon, Almaty, won a manicure table. 
Userbaev Maksat - "Academy of Sanya Ilyasova», Almaty 
became the owner of the hairdressing chair!

No less interesting was a lottery draw among beauty 
industry experts - «Sulu Boom». Companies: Aisulu, 
newme.kz, ARMAF, Welness Club Luxor provided prizes for 
the lottery drawing: a set of hairdressing, nail stylist tools, 
luxury class perfume, and certificates for 5000 KZT to 
register beauty industry experts, membership cards to 
attend Luxor club. 

«Sulu Boom» and «Beauty Boss» have become a traditional event in the exhibition business program.

Informational support was provided by: Color & Beauty, Beauty Code, 
Cosmetics and Medicine; Internet portals: newme.kz, msk-beauty.ru, 
intense.pro, spamedia.ru, cosmopress.ru!

The Organizer expresses special thanks to the sponsor of design - 
TERRAFIORI-Almaty Company and personally to Ms. Bakhyt 
Oshpanbaeva for creating an atmosphere of beauty and comfort in the 
interior of the exhibition!

On September 17-18 a large-scale event – the 1st OPEN 
CHAMPIONSHIP OF KAZAKHSTAN ON HAIRDRESSING, NAIL AESTHETICS, 
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Kazakhstan, among which: Kokorina Larissa, Kommisarova 
Lyudmila, Inozemtseva Matilda, Karunin Sergey, Chernov Denis, 
Kaysabekov Zhanbolat, Shin Olga, Nechayeva Anastasia, Madi 
Bekdair, Gaibov Sabir and others were strict and unbiased! It 
was so nice that each competitor treated the Championship 
responsibly though excitedly, but managed to test their strength, 
becoming a step up! The winners received their well-deserved 
medals and cups, as well as prizes and gifts from the organizers 
and sponsors of the Championship. The Championship results will be available on the official website of the 
Association of Beauty Industry of Kazakhstan -  www.abik.kz

MAKE-UP AND BODY-ART was held at the exhibition! Over 100 participants from different parts of our country 
and other countries participated in the championship! Newcomer and experienced experts, training centers, 
salons, and colleges took part in the Championship! Serious jury from Russia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan and 

In addition to regular exhibitors, among which: EVAGARDEN - Italian brand makeup, permanent makeup 
studio of I.Dosumbekova (Kazakhstan), Zewana (Russia), Aisulu (Kazakhstan), Aasha (Russia), MISSHA (Korea), 
Barij Essence (Iran) , DermaMedikalProdakt (Russia), MMR (Russia), Krasota.ru (Russia), completely new 
companies and brands participated in the exhibition presenting their products in Kazakhstan for the first time: 
-  Eclair Cosmetic (Uzbekistan), an English-Uzbek company manufacturing cosmetic products for hair care and 
body based on natural olive oil.
-  Harper Hygienics S.A. (Poland), a lead manufacturer of cleaning, hygiene products, wet wipes in Central Asia 

and Eastern Europe. The company also offers customers 
production under private brands.

-  ( )  CosmedInk Russia , an official representative of Bruno Vassari 
brand professional Spa cosmetics for face and body care 
(Spain). This brand peels belong to the category of high-tech 
products used in aesthetic medicine.
- Voltolina Cosmetici SRL (Italy), a manufacturer of a unique 
line of cosmetic products under Argania brand, which contain 
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only natural ingredients of argan oil.
-  ( )   Inlaz Russia , an International Laser Service Center. It is the official and exclusive distributor of CANDELA 
brand on supply of laser devices for aesthetic medicine and dermatology in Russia and Kazakhstan. 
- MILV (Russia), a manufacturer of products for nail industry: a slider design, varnishes and means for nails.
-  ( )  Nissei Russia , an importer and distributor of high-quality consumer goods made in Japan. 

- TECNA-KZ (Kazakhstan), an official representative of the Italian 
brand Tecna Professional in Central and Middle Asia.  It is recognized 
as the world leader in manufacture of natural products for hair care. 
Premium professional cosmetics for beauty salons.
- Zhivaya Cosmetica Laboratory (Kazakhstan), the official distributor 
of natural professional cosmetics SPAQUATORIA, BIOGRAPHY in 
Kazakhstan. Cosmetics have a high efficiency, which includes a high 
concentration of bioactive plant ingredients of kelp healing 
properties. Mukhtarova Svetlana is developer of cosmetics (Moscow).

- Beauty Care (Kazakhstan), an official distributor of world-famous 
brand Vatika cosmetics (UAE).

The exhibition SuluExpo-Almaty 2015  is over  now, and the organizers are 
glad to invite you to the 11th Exhibition of Beauty Industry SuluExpo-Almaty 
2016 to be held in Almaty, March 20-23, 2016! 

Please be reminded that since 2015 SuluExpo exhibition is being 
performed 2 times a year (in Astana and Almaty cities). Follow the news on 
our website:  and official pages of the exhibition in all www.kazexpo.kz
social networks!

SuluExpo 2016
Almaty city
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